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To: sunrise@aspeneg.com 
Sent: Thu Apr 10 17:04 
Subject: Fwd: Sunrise PowerLink Route Change 
 
 
Billie Blanchard, CPUC  Lynda Kastoll, BLM     The Harris Fire of October 2007 hit my community of 
Deerhorn Valley the hardest of the ALL areas effected in San Diego County. Here in Deerhorn Valley the 
total residences lost has topped 150 and this does not include accessory buildings such as; barns, water 
tanks, tractor sheds and the like. Our community prior to the fire was a sleepy community just east of 
Jamul with just a little over 600 residences. The financial hardship that was incurred by this community 
extends past those residents that lost everything and includes those of us that have had several partial 
losses and replacement costs that were not covered by either our insurance or by FEMA. Now we face 
another event not unlike the wild fires of October 2007 but this is man made. The proposed Sunrise 
PowerLink Plan D will have a devastating effect on my community of Deerhorn Valley, Jamul, 
 California should it be chosen as the final path for the high voltage project. We are trying to rebuild to 
gain back some of what we lost in just three days. Most of the my community members lost decades of 
their lives work and memories. Should this project go through it will finish the job the fire started. The 
home prices will bottom out and land prices will be non existent. Who will buy a home or land with the 
chance that a cable will break loose and cause another FIRE EVENT not unlike October 2007. Tell me, 
what more do you think my community can stand? We have just started to deal with the enormous change 
that the Harris Fire dealt us, and now we are having to deal with an energy company that wants to finish 
us off (financially). How can this even be justified when the company (SEMPRA) has admitted that it 
will not even pay for itself. So why are they throwing good money after bad. Perhaps instead allowing the 
destruction of my community, 
 Deerhorn Valley, you might look into why SEMPRA wants to spend billions on a project that has no 
hope of providing enough energy or even paying for itself. My community of Deerhorn Valley has 
already paid a hefty price in the last six months please halt the Sunrise PowerLink from coming through 
and adding to our financial burden.  Janis M Morley  Chairman of  Deerhorn Valley Committee of 
Ongoing Relief Effort  www.deerhornvalley.net  deerhornvalley@bigfoot.com  
janismariemorley@yahoo.com     JM Morley  20042 Deerhorn Valley Rd  Jamul, CA 91935  619-468-
3788  619-306-5462     
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